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NZGSS Household Questionnaire

HQ Module 1 – Household Questionnaire

CORHQIntro1
Help text available
I would like to ask you about all the people who usually live at this address.

Press enter to continue.

Help text: Household Membership
To determine people who usually live at this address, please refer to the Household Membership Card.

CORHQQT1
Help text available
Starting with yourself, can you tell me the names of all the people who usually live here?

First Name
Help text available

Record [a/another] first name. [Press enter if no more names.]

{text entry}

Family Name
Help text available

Record [a/another] family name. [Press F12 to repeat the last family name entered.]

{text entry}

Help text: Household Membership
To determine people who usually live at this address, please refer to the Household Membership Card.

CORHQ01
Is there anyone who usually lives here, but is away, and will not be returning before the 21st of next month?

1. yes ► go to CORHQ02
2. no ► go to CORHQS1Q01

CORHQ02
Select all that apply
Who?
(Select from list of names of everyone in the household except HQ respondent)

► go to CORHQS1Q01

---

**CORHQS1Q01**

*Is (name) male or female?*

*IF NECESSARY: Are you male or female?*

11. male
12. female

---

**CORHQS1Q02**

*Is (name) male or female?*

*IF NECESSARY: Is (name) male or female?*

11. male
12. female
88. don't know
99. refused

---

**CORHQS1Q03**

*What is [your/(name)'s] date of birth?*

{dd/mm/yyyy}

---

**CORHQS1Q04**

*How old [are you/is (name)]?*

*If less than 1 year, record as '0'.*

{0…120}

---

**CORHQS1Q05**

*Showcard C1*

*Looking at showcard C1, which age range [are you/is (name)] in?*

11. 0-14 years old
12. 15-24 years old
13. 25-34 years old
14. 35-44 years old
15. 45-54 years old
16. 55-64 years old
17. 65 years old or over
88. don't know
99. refused

---

**CORHQS1Q06**

*[Are you/is (name)] 15 years or older?*
1. yes
2. no
88. don't know
99. refused

**CORHQS1Q07**
[AreYou/is (name)] [iParamAge] years or older?

1. yes
2. no
88. don't know
99. refused

**CORHQS1Q08**
*Showcard C2*
*Select all that apply*

Looking at showcard C2, which ethnic group or groups [do you/does (name)] belong to?

11. New Zealand European
12. Māori
13. Samoan
14. Cook Island Maori
15. Tongan
16. Niuean
17. Chinese
18. Indian
19. other (such as Dutch, Japanese, Tokelauan) - please specify
88. don't know
99. refused

**CORHQT2Q01**
*Record [an/another] ethnicity.*
*Press enter if no more ethnicities.*

{text entry}

**CORHQ03**
Help text available
*Showcard C3*

Looking at showcard C3, [are you/is anyone in this household] in one of the groups listed this showcard?

Short-term overseas visitor
- an overseas visitor who is intending to stay in New Zealand for less than 12 months

Foreign diplomat
- a foreign diplomat, or their dependent
- a foreign diplomatic staff member, or their dependent

Foreign armed forces member
- a foreign armed force member, or their dependent

1. yes ► go to decision box
2. no ► go to decision box

Help text: Foreign armed forces member
A foreign armed forces member is an armed force member serving a country or government entity other than New Zealand.

Help text: Foreign diplomat
A foreign diplomat is a representative of an overseas government who has been appointed to represent that government in its relations with New Zealand.

CORHQ04
Select all that apply
Who?

(Select from list of names of everyone in the household)

CORHQNoOneElig
[You are not/nobody here is] eligible for the survey so I won’t be asking you any more questions.

Thank you for your time.

Press enter to continue.

CORHQIntro3
The next questions are about relationships in your household.

Press enter to continue.

CORHQT3
Showcard C4
Looking at showcard C4, what is (name)’s relationship to you?
Or
Looking at showcard C4, what is (name)’s relationship to (name)?

So (name) is your …?
Or
So (name) is (name)’s …?

Include natural, step, adopted and foster relationships.

11. spouse or partner
12. son or daughter
13. father or mother
14. brother or sister
15. grandchild
16. grandparent
17. great-grandchild
18. great-grandparent
19. nephew or niece  
20. uncle or aunt  
21. other relative  
22. unrelated  
88. don't know  
99. refused

**CORHQIntro4**

Now I have a few questions about the 15, 16 and 17 year olds living in this household.

*Press enter to continue.*

**CORHQS2Q01**

*Showcard C5*

Looking at showcard C5, in the last seven days, did [you/(name)] do any of the activities listed on this showcard?

- worked for pay or profit in a job, business or farm
- was away from a job, business or farm because of sickness, holidays or any other reason
- worked without pay in a family business or farm

1. yes  
2. no  
88. don't know  
99. refused

**CORHQS2Q02**

[Do you/Does (name)] usually work 30 hours or more per week?

1. yes  
2. no  
88. don't know  
99. refused

**CORHQIntro5**

The next questions are about people in this household and their income.

*Press enter to continue.*

**CORHQS3Q01**

Help text available

*Showcard C6*

*Select all that apply*

Looking at showcard C6, what are all the ways that [you yourself/(name)] got income in the last 12 months ending today? You can choose as many as you need.
Please do not count loans because they are not income.

All loans, including student loans should not be counted.

11. wages, salary, commissions, bonuses etc paid by an employer
12. self-employment or business
13. interest, dividends, rent, other investments
14. regular payments from ACC or a private work accident insurer
15. NZ Superannuation or Veterans Pension
16. other superannuation pensions, annuities (other than NZ Superannuation, Veterans Pension or War Pension)
17. Unemployment Benefit
18. Sickness Benefit
19. Domestic Purposes Benefit
20. Invalids Benefit
21. Student Allowance
22. other government benefits, government income support payments, war pensions, or paid parental leave
23. other sources of income
24. no source of income during that time
88. don't know
99. refused

Help text: Types of Income

Inclusions: Do include any money received from the following:
• Scholarships
• Honoraria
• Share issues in lieu of dividends
• Money from overseas as long as it is not any of the types listed under the Exclusions section
• Home stay payments from people not living in the same household
• Support payments from people who do not live in this household

Exclusions: Do not include any money received from the following:
• Loans, including student loans
• Lump sum inheritance payments
• Sale of household or business assets
• Lottery or any other form of gambling winnings such as those from horse/grey hound racing (unless registered as a professional gambler with IRD)
• Gifts of money from other households
• Redundancy pay
• Business goodwill
• Reinvestment of profit into business
• Fringe benefits or income-in-kind like housing, goods or services supplied free by an employer
• Matrimonial, civil union or de facto property settlements
• Other one-off lump sum payments, including social welfare lump sum payments, or lump sum payments from private superannuation or life insurance policies
• Money received from members in the same household e.g. pocket money from a parent or housekeeping expenses from a flatmate.
• Tax rebates
• Boarding payments received from children living in the same household
No source of income: If a respondent did not work at any time during the 12 month recall period and lived off their savings instead, then they should select the ‘no source of income during that time’ option.

Wage and salary worker vs. self-employed: If a respondent owns a business and draws wages from the business, then they should select 11. wages, salary, commissions, bonuses etc paid by employer. If they were also receiving any profit the business makes, then they should also select 12. self-employment or business I own or work in.

Contracting: If the respondent contracts themselves out as an individual, they are considered to receive wages from an employer for the purposes of this survey. If the business is paid a fee for the contract work and they receive the profits of the business they are defined as being self-employed.

Working for a trust: If the respondent works for a trust and are the sole beneficiary of that trust, then they are classed as receiving a wage or salary from an employer and not self-employed. In this case, the trust is acting as the employer.

Supplement income from sources such as ACC: If these are regular payments that the respondent receives for things like housekeeping, lawn mowing costs etc, then please include these as income.

Other guidelines:
- If the respondent received home stay or child support payments, mark 23. other sources of income.
- If the respondent did piecework, mark 11. wages, salary, commissions, bonuses etc paid by my employer.

CORHQS3Q02
Help text available

Showcard C7
Looking at showcard C7, in the last 12 months what was [your/ (name)’s] total income, before tax or anything else was taken out of it?

11. loss
12. zero income
13. $1 - $5,000
14. $5,001 - $10,000
15. $10,001 - $15,000
16. $15,001 - $20,000
17. $20,001 - $25,000
18. $25,001 - $30,000
19. $30,001 - $35,000
20. $35,001 - $40,000
21. $40,001 - $50,000
22. $50,001 - $60,000
23. $60,001 - $70,000
24. $70,001 - $100,000
25. $100,001 - 150,000
26. $150,001 or more
88. don’t know
99. refused
**Help text: Amount of Income**

**Annual Income table (Before Tax)**

The purpose of this question is to collect the total income amount, which is the sum of the amounts for all the sources selected in the previous question.

The monetary amount to be collected in this question is the **gross (before tax)** figure and before any commitment payments such as union fees, student loan repayments, child support or fines are taken out.

If the respondent jointly earns income with their spouse/partner, then they should only include their share of that income.

This table should be used if the respondent is not sure of the annual income before tax. If they provide a weekly or fortnightly income (after tax has been taken out of it), then their annual income can be found in the right-hand column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly Income $ (After Tax)</th>
<th>Fortnightly Income $ (After Tax)</th>
<th>Annual Income $ (Before Tax)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>up to 77</td>
<td>up to 154</td>
<td>1 - 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78 - 154</td>
<td>155 - 308</td>
<td>5,001 - 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155 - 231</td>
<td>309 - 463</td>
<td>10,001 - 15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232 - 308</td>
<td>464 - 617</td>
<td>15,001 - 20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309 - 385</td>
<td>618 - 771</td>
<td>20,001 - 25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386 - 463</td>
<td>772 - 926</td>
<td>25,001 - 30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464 - 540</td>
<td>927 - 1,080</td>
<td>30,001 - 35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>541 - 612</td>
<td>1,081 - 1,224</td>
<td>35,001 - 40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613 - 676</td>
<td>1,225 - 1,352</td>
<td>40,001 - 45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>677 - 740</td>
<td>1,353 - 1,481</td>
<td>45,001 - 50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>741 - 986</td>
<td>1,482 - 1,972</td>
<td>50,001 - 70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987 - 1,337</td>
<td>1,973 - 2,674</td>
<td>70,001 - 100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,338 - 1,927</td>
<td>2,675 - 3,855</td>
<td>100,001 - 150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,928+</td>
<td>3,856+</td>
<td>150,001+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CORHQIntro6**

Now some questions about housing.

*Press enter to continue.*
Do you, or anyone else who lives here hold this house/flat in a family trust?

1. yes ► go to CORHQ06
2. no ► go to CORHQ07
88. don’t know ► go to CORHQ07
99. refused ► go to CORPQ

Help text: Home held in a Family Trust

A family trust is a legal way to protect and hold family assets. In the context of this question, a house could be a family asset. The house is owned by a group of people, not an individual (this group of people are the nominated trustees. These may or may not be family members).

The aim of the trust is to preserve the assets (such as a house) in the interests of present and/or future family members (or nominated beneficiaries). The family trust arrangement will be set out in a legal document, usually called a trust deed.

Either the nominated beneficiary or nominated trustee of the family trust can ‘hold’ the house/flat in a family trust.

Charitable trusts should not be included, only family trusts and other types of private trusts.

If a house is owned by a company or business, select 2. no for this question.

Does that trust make mortgage payments for this house/flat?

1. yes ► go to CORPQ
2. no ► go to CORHQ08
88. don’t know ► go to CORHQ08
99. refused ► go to CORPQ

Do you, or anyone else who lives here own or partly own this house/flat? This can be with or without a mortgage.

1. yes ► go to CORHQ08
2. no ► go to CORHQ09
88. don’t know ► go to CORHQ09
99. refused ► go to CORPQ

Do you, or anyone else who lives here make mortgage payments for this house/flat?
1. yes ► go to CORPQ
2. no ► go to CORPQ
88. don’t know ► go to CORPQ
99. refused ► go to CORPQ

CORHQ09
Showcard C8
Looking at showcard C8, who owns this house/flat?

11. private person, trust or business ► go to CORHQ10
12. Local Authority or City Council ► go to CORHQ10
13. Housing New Zealand Corporation ► go to CORHQ10
14. other state-owned corporation or state owned enterprise, or government department or ministry ► go to CORHQ10
88. don’t know ► go to CORHQ10
99. refused ► go to CORHQ10

CORHQ10
Do you, or anyone else who lives here pay rent to an owner or to an agent for this house/flat?

1. yes ► go to CORPQ
2. no ► go to CORPQ
88. don’t know ► go to CORPQ
99. refused ► go to CORPQ

CompletePeople
The household questionnaire is complete. Please check the information below.

Household members:
(List of household members)

Children less than 15 (not eligible):
(List of household members aged under 15)

Adults not eligible for selection:
(List of household members aged 15 and over who were selected in CORHQ02 and/or CORHQ04 (i.e. adults who are unavailable during the interview period and those who are an overseas visitor/foreign diplomat/foreign armed forces member))

Is this information correct?

1. yes
2. no

ConfirmComplete
Record “1” and press enter to lock the household questionnaire.

Once locked you will not be able to re-enter the household questionnaire. If you need to re-enter the questionnaire, contact your RFS.
COREND
This is the end of the GSS Household Questionnaire for Household Reference Number [xxxxxxxxxxxx].

Record ‘1’ then press enter to continue.

End of Module
GSS Personal Questionnaire

PQ Module 1 – Core Personal Questionnaire

Note: CORPQ01-03 are not related to the GSS

CORPQ04
Is (name) male or female?

IF NECESSARY: Are you male or female?

11. male ► go to CORPQ05
12. female ► go to CORPQ05

CORPQ05
What is your date of birth?

{dd/mm/yyyy}

► answered: go to decision box
► not answered: go to CORPQ05NR

CORPQ06
How old are you?

If less than 1 year, record as '0'.

{0...120}

► answered: go to decision box
► not answered: go to CORPQ06NR

CORPQ07
Showcard C9
Looking at showcard C9, which age range are you in?

11. 0-14 years old ► go to decision box
12. 15-24 years old ► go to decision box
13. 25-34 years old ► go to decision box
14. 35-44 years old ► go to decision box
15. 45-54 years old ► go to decision box
16. 55-64 years old ► go to decision box
17. 65 years old or over ► go to CORPQ08
88. don’t know ► go to CORPQ08
99. refused ► go to CORPQ08

CORPQ08
Are you 15 years or older?

1. yes ► go to decision box
2. no ► go to decision box
88. don’t know ► go to CORPQIntro1
99. refused ► go to CORPQIntro1

**CORPQIntro1**
You are not eligible for the survey so I won’t be asking you any more questions.

Thank you for your time.

Press enter to continue.

**CORPQ10**
Showcard C10
Select all that apply

Looking at showcard C10, which ethnic group or groups do you belong to?

11. New Zealand European ► go to CORPQ11
12. Māori ► go to CORPQ11
13. Samoan ► go to CORPQ11
14. Cook Island Maori ► go to CORPQ11
15. Tongan ► go to CORPQ11
16. Niuean ► go to CORPQ11
17. Chinese ► go to CORPQ11
18. Indian ► go to CORPQ11
19. other (such as Dutch, Japanese, Tokelauan) - please specify ► go to CORPQT1Q01
88. don’t know ► go to CORPQ11
99. refused ► go to CORPQ11

**CORPQT1Q01**
Record [an/another] ethnicity.  
[Press enter if no more ethnicities.]

{text entry}

**CORPQ11**
Were you born in New Zealand?

1. yes ► go to CORPQ15
2. no ► go to CORPQ12
88. don’t know ► go to CORPQ15
99. refused ► go to CORPQ15

**CORPQ12**
What country were you born in?

Record the first three letters of the country name, select name from the list, then press enter to continue.

For don’t know enter ‘don’t’  
For refuse enter ‘ref’.
CORPQ13
What year did you first arrive in New Zealand to live?

\{yyyy\}

► answered: go to CORPQ14
► not answered: go to CORPQ13NR

CORPQ14
What month did you first arrive in New Zealand to live?

11. January ► go to CORPQ15
12. February ► go to CORPQ15
13. March ► go to CORPQ15
14. April ► go to CORPQ15
15. May ► go to CORPQ15
16. June ► go to CORPQ15
17. July ► go to CORPQ15
18. August ► go to CORPQ15
19. September ► go to CORPQ15
20. October ► go to CORPQ15
21. November ► go to CORPQ15
22. December ► go to CORPQ15
88. don’t know ► go to CORPQ15
99. refused ► go to CORPQ15

CORPQ15
Are you descended from a Maori, for example, do you have a Maori birth parent, grandparent, or great-grandparent?

1. yes ► go to decision box
2. no ► go to decision box
88. don’t know ► go to decision box
99. refused ► go to decision box

CORPQ16
Help text available
Showcard C11
Looking at showcard C11, what is your highest completed secondary school qualification?

11. no secondary school qualifications ► go to CORPQ18
12. NZ School Certificate or National Certificate level 1 or NCEA level 1 ► go to CORPQ17
13. NZ Sixth Form Certificate or National Certificate level 2 or NZ UE before 1986 or NCEA level 2 ► go to CORPQ17
14. NZ Higher School Certificate or
NZ University Entrance from NZ Bursary
or National Certificate level 3 or NCEA level 3
15. NCEA level 4
16. other NZ secondary school qualification
   - please specify
17. overseas secondary school qualification
88. don't know
99. refused
▶ go to CORPQ17
▶ go to CORPQ17
▶ go to CORPQ16Oth
▶ go to CORPQ17
▶ go to CORPQ18
▶ go to CORPQ18

Help text: Highest Secondary School Qualification

Secondary School qualifications are those that are awarded before the entry into a University. This includes qualifications gained at high school and college.

Year 13 (Form 7) is the final year of secondary education in New Zealand, and is equivalent to Year 12 in the Australian and a number of other education systems.

Guide to Secondary School Qualifications:

From 2002 - present

- **Years 11 to 13/Forms 5 to 7** NCEA (National Certificate of Educational Achievement) is New Zealand’s current main national qualification for secondary school students. NCEAs are typically assessed in years 11 to 13.

2002 - 2004

- **Year 13/Form 7** Students generally entered University Entrance, Bursaries and Scholarships (commonly known as Bursaries) at the end of year 13 (form 7). Students could take up to six subjects and results were used by employers and by tertiary education providers for deciding entrance and selection for tertiary courses.
- **Year 12/Form 6** Schools were offered Sixth Form Certificate in 2002 and Sixth Form Certificate (Transitional) in 2003 and 2004. Most students took five or six subjects.
- **Year 11/Form 5** NCEA (National Certificate of Educational Achievement) level 1 was introduced, replacing School Certificate.

1986 - 2002

- **Year 13/Form 7** Students generally entered University Entrance, Bursaries and Scholarships (commonly known as Bursaries) at the end of year 13 (form 7). Students could take up to six subjects and results were used by employers and by tertiary education providers for deciding entrance and selection for tertiary courses.
- **Year 12/Form 6** Sixth Form Certificate was generally taken by students in year 12 (Form 6) of school. Most students took five or six subjects. Many studied Sixth Form Certificate subjects along with School Certificate or University Bursaries subjects.
- **Year 11 - 12/Form 5 - 6** Higher School Certificate was a record of the satisfactory completion of five full-time years of secondary education. Students had to study at least three subjects in advance of Sixth Form Certificate. There were no external examinations, no grades or marks, and the certificate was not awarded in individual subjects.
Year 11/Form 5 School Certificate was usually taken in year 11 (Form 5) of school, but many secondary students at other levels also entered. School Certificate was awarded in single subjects. Most students took five or six subjects.

1970 - 1986

Year 12/Form 6 There were two qualifications in Year 12 (Form 6) - University Entrance and Sixth Form Certificate. University Entrance could be gained in four or five (or in some cases, six) subjects. Sixth Form Certificate was originally developed to allow schools to provide a more comprehensive range of courses than was available from University Entrance subjects.

CORPQ17
In what year did you complete this qualification?

yyyy

► answered: go to CORPQ18
► not answered: go to CORPQ17NR

CORPQ18
Apart from secondary school qualifications, do you have any other completed qualifications?

1. yes
2. no
88. don't know
99. refused

CORPQ19
Did any of those qualifications take the equivalent of 3 months or more full-time study to complete?

1. yes
2. no
88. don't know
99. refused

CORPQ20
Help text available

Showcard C12
Looking at showcard C12, what is your highest completed qualification?

11. National Certificate level 1
12. National Certificate level 2
14. National Certificate level 4
15. Trade Certificate
16. Diploma or Certificate level 5
17. Advanced Trade Certificate
18. Diploma or Certificate level 6
19. Teachers Certificate / Diploma
20. Nursing Diploma
21. Bachelor
22. Bachelor Hons
23. Postgraduate Certificate / Diploma
24. Masters Degree
25. PhD
26. other - please specify
88. don't know
99. refused

Help text: Highest Completed Qualification

Nursing Diploma - This is a National Certificate Level 6 qualification (below degree level) so should not be coded to 21. Bachelor.

Bachelor of Nursing - This is a Bachelor degree (ranked higher than a Nursing Diploma) so should be coded to 21. Bachelor.

Teachers Certificate/Diploma - This is a National Certificate Level 6 qualification (below degree level) so should not be coded to 21. Bachelor.

Bachelor of Teaching - This is a Bachelor degree (ranked higher than Teachers Certificate/Diploma) so should be coded to 21. Bachelor.

CORPQ21
In what year did you complete this qualification?

{yyyy}

» answered: go to CORPQIntro2
» not answered: go to CORPQ21NR

CORPQIntro1
Now I would like to ask you about the seven days starting [date inserted] and ending today, that is, the last seven days.

Press enter to continue.

CORPQ22
During those seven days, did you do any work for pay or profit in a job, business or farm?

1. yes
2. no
88. don't know
99. refused

CORPQ23
During those seven days, did you have a job, business or farm that you were away from because of sickness, holidays or any other reason?

1. yes
2. no
88. don’t know
99. refused

**CORPQ24**
During those seven days, did you work without pay in a family business or farm?

1. yes
2. no
88. don’t know
99. refused

**CORPQ25**
Do you have a job you will be starting within the next four weeks?

1. yes
2. no
88. don’t know
99. refused

**CORPQ26**
At any time in the last four weeks did you look for paid work?

1. yes
2. no
88. don’t know
99. refused

**CORPQ27A-I**
In the last four weeks did you do any of the following to find work:

- looked at job advertisements?
- contacted Work and Income about a job?
- contacted an employment agency?
- directly contacted an employer?
- placed advertisements about a job?
- contacted friends or relatives about a job?
- took steps to set up a business?
- contacted career advisors or vocational guidance officers?
- anything else? - please state

1. yes
2. no
88. don’t know
99. refused

►yes to ‘anything else’: go to CORPQ27Oth
►no, DK or RF to ‘anything else’: go to CORPQ28

**CORPQ28**
If a job had been available, could you have started last week?
1. yes  
2. no  
88. don’t know  
99. refused

**CORPQ29**  
Help text available  
*Showcard C13*  
**Select all that apply**  
**Looking at showcard C13, what are all the ways that you yourself got income in the last 12 months ending today? You can choose as many as you need.**  
*Please do not count loans because they are not income.*

All loans, including student loans should not be counted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Decision Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. wages, salary, commissions, bonuses etc paid by an employer</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. self-employment or business</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. interest, dividends, rent, other investments</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. regular payments from ACC or a private work accident insurer</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. NZ Superannuation or Veterans Pension</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. other superannuation pensions, annuities (other than NZ Superannuation, Veterans Pension or War Pension)</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Unemployment Benefit</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Sickness Benefit</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Domestic Purposes Benefit</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Invalids Benefit</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Student Allowance</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. other government benefits, government income support payments, war pensions, or paid parental leave</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. other sources of income</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. no source of income during that time</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88. don’t know</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99. refused</td>
<td>go to CORPQ30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CORPQ30**  
Help text available  
*Showcard C14*  
**Looking at showcard C14, in the last 12 months what was your total income, before tax or anything else was taken out of it?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Decision Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. loss</td>
<td>go to OLSIntro1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. zero income</td>
<td>go to OLSIntro1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. $1 - $5,000</td>
<td>go to OLSIntro1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. $5,001 - $10,000</td>
<td>go to OLSIntro1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. $10,001 - $15,000</td>
<td>go to OLSIntro1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. $15,001 - $20,000</td>
<td>go to OLSIntro1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. $20,001 - $25,000</td>
<td>go to OLSIntro1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18. $25,001 - $30,000
19. $30,001 - $35,000
20. $35,001 - $40,000
21. $40,001 - $50,000
22. $50,001 - $60,000
23. $60,001 - $70,000
24. $70,001 - $100,000
25. $100,001 - 150,000
26. $150,001 or more
88. don't know
99. refused

End of Module
PQ Module 2 - Overall Life Satisfaction

**OLSIntro1**
I'm now going to ask you a very general question about your life. This includes all areas of your life, not just what we have talked about so far.

*Press enter to continue.*

**OLSQ01**
*Showcard 1*
Looking at showcard 1, how do you feel about your life as a whole right now?

11. very satisfied  ►  go to HEAIntro1
12. satisfied      ►  go to HEAIntro1
13. no feeling either way -> go to HEAIntro1
14. dissatisfied   ►  go to HEAIntro1
15. very dissatisfied►  go to HEAIntro1
88. don't know     ►  go to HEAIntro1
99. refused        ►  go to HEAIntro1

**End of Module**
PQ Module 3 - Health

HEAIintro01
The following group of questions is about your health.

The first question is about your health now.

Press enter to continue.

HEAQ01
Showcard 2
Looking at showcard 2, in general, would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair or poor?

11. excellent ► go to HEAQ02a
12. very good ► go to HEAQ02a
13. good ► go to HEAQ02a
14. fair ► go to HEAQ02a
15. poor ► go to HEAQ02a
88. don’t know ► go to HEAQ02a
99. refused ► go to HEAQ02a

HEAQ02A-B
Showcard 3
Now I’m going to read a list of activities that you might do during a typical day. Looking at showcard 3, please tell me if your health now limits you in the following activities:

If respondent says he/she does not do these activities, then ask how limited they think they would be if they tried to do it.

- moderate activities such as moving a table, pushing a vacuum cleaner, bowling, or playing golf.
- climbing several flights of stairs.

11. yes, limited a lot
12. yes, limited a little
13. no, not limited at all
88. don’t know
99. refused

► after series go to HEAIintro2

HEAIintro02
The following two questions ask you about your physical health and your daily activities.

Press enter to continue

HEAQ03
**Showcard 4**

Looking at showcard 4, during the past four weeks, how much of the time have you accomplished less than you would like as a result of your physical health?

11. all of the time
12. most of the time
13. some of the time
14. a little of the time
15. none of the time
88. don’t know
99. refused

**HEAQ04**

Looking at showcard 4, during the past four weeks, how much of the time were you limited in the kind of work or other regular daily activities you do as a result of your physical health?

11. all of the time
12. most of the time
13. some of the time
14. a little of the time
15. none of the time
88. don’t know
99. refused

**HEAIntro3**

The following three questions ask you about your emotions and your daily activities.

Press enter to continue.

**HEAQ05**

Looking at showcard 4, during the past four weeks, how much of the time have you accomplished less than you would like as a result of any emotional problems, such as feeling depressed or anxious?

11. all of the time
12. most of the time
13. some of the time
14. a little of the time
15. none of the time
88. don’t know
99. refused

**HEAQ06**

Looking at showcard 4, during the past four weeks, how much of the time did you do work or other regular daily activities less carefully than usual as a result of any emotional problems, such as feeling depressed or anxious?
HEAQ07

**Showcard 5**

Looking at showcard 5, during the past four weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work including both work outside the home and housework?

- 11. not at all
- 12. a little bit
- 13. moderately
- 14. quite a bit
- 15. extremely
- 88. don't know
- 99. refused

► go to HEAQ08

HEAQ08A-C

**Showcard 6**

The next few questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you during the past four weeks.

As I read each question, please give me the one answer that comes closest to the way you have been feeling.

Looking at showcard 6, how much of the time during the past four weeks:

- have you felt calm and peaceful?
- did you have a lot of energy?
- have you felt downhearted and depressed?

- 11. all of the time
- 12. most of the time
- 13. some of the time
- 14. a little of the time
- 15. none of the time
- 88. don't know
- 99. refused

► after series go to HEAQ09

HEAQ09

Looking at showcard 6, during the past four weeks, how much of the time has your physical health or emotional problems interfered with your social activities, such as visiting friends, relatives etc?

- 11. all of the time
- 12. most of the time
- 13. some of the time

► go to HEAIntro4

- 14. a little of the time
- 15. none of the time
- 88. don't know
- 99. refused

► go to HEAIntro4
HEAIintro4
I am now going to ask you about smoking.

Press enter to continue.

HEAQ10
Do you smoke cigarettes regularly, that is, one or more a day?

DON’T count pipes, cigars, or cigarillos. Count only tobacco cigarettes.

1. yes  
2. no  
88. don’t know  
99. refused

HEAQ11
Have you ever been a regular smoker of one or more cigarettes a day?

1. yes  
2. no  
88. don’t know  
99. refused

End of module
KASQIntro1
The following questions are about all the knowledge, skills and abilities that you’ve gained from your life experience, work, education and training.

Press enter to continue.

KASQ01
Showcard 7
Select all that apply.
Looking at showcard 7, in general, how do you feel about your knowledge, skills and abilities?

11. very satisfied ► go to KASQ03
12. satisfied ► go to KASQ03
13. no feeling either way ► go to KASQ03
14. dissatisfied ► go to KASQ02
15. very dissatisfied ► go to KASQ03
88. don’t know ► go to KASQ03
99. refused ► go to KASQ03

KASQ02
Showcard 8
Select all that apply.
Looking at showcard 8, why are you dissatisfied with your knowledge, skills and abilities? You can choose as many as you need.

11. I don't have the right type of knowledge, skills and abilities to do what I want to do in life ► go to KASQ03
12. I don't have the right type of knowledge, skills and abilities needed in the workplace ► go to KASQ03
13. I didn't take the right subjects at school to do what I want to do in life ► go to KASQ03
14. I don't have the right level of knowledge, skills and abilities to do what I want to do in life ► go to KASQ03
15. I don't have the right level of knowledge, skills and abilities needed in the workplace ► go to KASQ03
16. other - please specify ► go to KASQ02Oth
88. don’t know ► go to KASQ03
99. refused ► go to KASQ03

KASQ03
In this question study and training includes what people do at schools, universities and places like that, but it also includes other ways of learning too.

Are you currently doing any study or training?

1. yes ► go to KASIntro2
2. no
88. don't know
99. refused

goto KASQ04

goto KASQ04

goto KASQ04

KASQ04
Would you like to do any study or training now?

1. yes
2. no
88. don't know
99. refused

goto KASQ05

goto KASIntro2

goto KASIntro2

goto KASIntro2

KASQ05
Showcard 9
Select all that apply.
Looking at showcard 9, what is preventing you from doing the study or training you’d like to do? You can choose as many as you need.

11. the cost of study
goto decision box
12. my taking on student debt
goto decision box
13. my age
goto decision box
14. my disability
goto decision box
15. health related reasons / my health is too poor
goto decision box
16. I have language difficulties
goto decision box
17. I’m too busy with family
goto decision box
18. I have too little time
goto decision box
19. difficult to access (e.g. transport difficulties, internet access problems)
goto decision box
20. lack of recognition of my previous study
goto decision box
21. lack of recognition of my previous experience
goto decision box
22. other- please specify
goto KASQ05Oth
88. don't know
goto decision box
99. refused
goto decision box
goto decision box

KASQ06
What is the main thing that prevents you now from doing more study or training?

(insert response options based on answers to KASQ05)
goto KASIntro2
88. don't know
goto KASIntro2
99. refused
goto KASIntro2

KASIntro2
The following question is about education.

Please think only about the study and training that people do at schools, universities technical institutes and places like that. It does not include any other ways of learning.

Press enter to continue.
KASQ07
Showcard 10
Which of the answers on showcard 10 matches (CC) your feelings about education?

11. education is very important
12. education is important
13. education is neither important nor unimportant
14. education is not important
15. education is very unimportant
88. don’t know
99. refused

► go to WORIntro1
► go to WORIntro1
► go to WORIntro1
► go to WORIntro1
► go to WORIntro1
► go to WORIntro1

Question Overview
This question is about the more formal education that you are awarded in the form of a certificate after attending a course of instruction. The question is trying to find out what value people place on education.

End of module
Module 5 - Paid Work

WORIntro1
I'm now going to ask you some questions about work. This includes all paid work, and any unpaid work in a family business or on a farm that you may be doing.

Press enter to continue.

WORQ01
How many jobs do you currently have?

\{0...10\}

WORT1
Paid Work table: Hours worked
(Questions WORT1Q01 => WORT1Q07)

WORT1Q01
Thinking about your job [job number X], do you work a standard number of hours each week, or are your hours quite variable from week to week.

11. standard number of hours
12. hours are quite variable
88. don't know
99. refused

WORT1Q02 – 1 of 2
Including overtime, how many hours a week did you usually work in your job [job number X]?

IF NECESSARY: Overtime includes both paid or unpaid work.

If none, record as '0'.

___ hours and minutes
\{0...168\}

► answered: go to WORT1Q03
► not answered: go to WORT1Q02NR

WORT1Q03 – 2 of 2

[X] hours and ___ minutes
\{0...59\}

If none, record as '0'.
If none, record as '0'.

__ hours and minutes
{0…168}

► answered: go to WORT1Q05
► not answered: go to WORT1Q04NR

WORT1Q05
2 of 2

[X] hours and __ minutes
{0…59}

If none, record as '0'.

► routing depends on previous answers

WORQ02
Showcard 11
Think about the total number of hours you work in your job [for all your jobs]. Looking at showcard 11, if you had the opportunity, would you choose to:
- work more hours and receive more pay?
- work the same amount of hours and receive the same pay?
- work less hours and receive less pay?

11. work more hours and receive more pay
12. work the same amount of hours and receive the same pay
13. work less hours and receive less pay
14. doesn’t receive pay
88. don’t know
99. refused

► go to decision box

WORQ03
Showcard 12
Think about the total number of hours you work in your job [for all your jobs]. Looking at showcard 12, if you had the opportunity, would you choose to:
- work more hours?
- work the same amount of hours?
- work less hours?
11. work more hours ► go to decision box
12. work the same amount of hours ► go to decision box
13. work less hours ► go to decision box
88. don’t know ► go to decision box
99. refused ► go to decision box

WORIntro2
I’m now going to ask you some questions about job number [X].
Press enter to continue.

WORIntro3
From what you’ve told me, one of the jobs that you work the most hours in is job number [X].
I’m now going to ask you some questions about just that job.
Press enter to continue.

WORIntro4
From what you’ve told me, you work the most hours in job number [X].
I’m now going to ask you some questions about just that job.
Press enter to continue.

WORQ04
In your job, what is your occupation?

IF NECESSARY: Some examples of occupations are primary school teacher, clothing machinist, motel manager, receptionist.

{text entry}
► answered: go to WORQ06
► not answered: go to WORQ04NR

WORQ05
Showcard 13
Looking at showcard 13, which one of the categories would you consider your job to be in?

If respondent does not believe their job falls into any of the categories, select 88 DK.

11. Manager ► go to WORQ06
12. Professional ► go to WORQ06
13. Technician or Trades Worker ► go to WORQ06
14. Community or Personal Service Worker ► go to WORQ06
15. Clerical or Administrative Worker ► go to WORQ06
16. Sales Worker ► go to WORQ06
17. Machinery Operator or Driver ► go to WORQ06
18. Labourer ► go to WORQ06
88. don't know ► go to WORQ06
99. refused ► go to WORQ06

WORQ06
What tasks or duties do you spend the most time on?

IF NECESSARY: Some examples of tasks or duties are running a motel, servicing and repairing cars, answering phones.

{text entry}
► answered: go to WORQ07
► not answered: go to WORQ06

WORQ07
Showcard 14
Think about the last four weeks in your job. Looking at showcard 14, how do you feel about your job?

11. very satisfied ► go to WORQ08
12. satisfied ► go to WORQ08
13. no feeling either way ► go to WORQ08
14. dissatisfied ► go to WORQ08
15. very dissatisfied ► go to WORQ08
88. don't know ► go to WORQ08
99. refused ► go to WORQ08

WORQ08
Showcard 15
Looking at showcard 15, what employment arrangement applies to your job?

11. permanent ► go to WORQ09
12. fixed-term ► go to WORQ09
13. contractor ► go to WORQ09
14. seasonal ► go to WORQ09
15. temporary (includes working for a temping agency) ► go to WORQ09
16. casual ► go to WORQ09
17. other - please specify ► go to ELSQ01a
88. don't know ► go to ELSQ01a
99. refused ► go to ELSQ01a

WORQ09
Showcard 16
Looking at showcard 16, how do you feel about being [employment arrangement]?

11. very satisfied ► go to ELSQ01a
12. satisfied ► go to ELSQ01a

- 40 -
13. no feeling either way
14. dissatisfied
15. very dissatisfied
88. don’t know
99. refused

End of Module
ELSQ01A – ELSQ01G
I’m now going to ask you about some things you may or may not have.

**IF NECESSARY:** By have, I mean have access to in your household.

Do you have –
- a telephone?
- a washing machine?
- heating available in all main rooms?
- a good pair of shoes?
- a best outfit for special occasions?
- a personal computer?
- home contents insurance?

1. yes
2. no
88. don’t know
99. refused

► after completing series, go to ELSQ02

ELSQ02
Is the reason you don’t have [insert item] because you don’t want it, because of the cost, or some other reason?

11. don’t want it
12. because of the cost
13. some other reason
88. don’t know
99. refused

► after completing series, go to ELSQ03a

ELSQ03A – ELSQ03G
Now I am going to ask you about some different activities that you may or may not do.

Can you tell me whether you –
- give presents to family or friends on birthdays, Christmas, or other special occasions?
- visit the hairdresser once every three months?
- have holidays away from home every year?
- have a holiday overseas at least every 3 years?
- have a night out at least once a fortnight?
- have family or friends over for a meal at least once a month?
- have enough room for family to stay the night?

1. yes
2. no
ELSQ04
Is the reason you don't have [insert activity] because you don't want to, because of the cost, or some other reason?

11. don't want to
12. because of the cost
13. some other reason
88. don't know
99. refused

►after completing series, go to ELSQ05a

ELSQ05A – ELSQ05H
Showcard 17
I am now going to read out a list of things some people do to help keep costs down.

Looking at showcard 17, in the last 12 months, have you done any of these things 'not at all', 'a little', or 'a lot'?

- gone without fresh fruit and vegetables to help keep down costs?
- continued wearing clothing that was worn out because you couldn't afford a replacement?
- put off buying clothing for as long as possible to help keep down costs?
- stayed in bed longer to save on heating costs?
- postponed or put off visits to the doctor to help keep down costs?
- NOT picked up a prescription to help keep down costs?
- spent less time on hobbies than you would like to help keep down costs?
- done without or cut back on trips to the shops or other local places to help keep down costs?

11. not at all
12. a little
13. a lot
88. don't know
99. refused

►after completing series, go to ELSIntro1

ELSIintro1
Now I am going to ask you a couple of questions about your material standard of living - the things that money can buy.

Your material standard of living does not include your capacity to enjoy life. You should not take your health into account.

Press enter to continue.
ELSQ06

Showcard 18
Looking at showcard 18, generally, how would you rate your standard of living?

11. high ► go to ELSQ07
12. fairly high ► go to ELSQ07
13. medium ► go to ELSQ07
14. fairly low ► go to ELSQ07
15. low ► go to ELSQ07
88. don't know ► go to ELSQ07
99. refused ► go to ELSQ07

ELSQ07

Showcard 19
Looking at showcard 19, generally, how satisfied are you with your current standard of living?
Please refer to the categories listed on showcard 16.

11. very satisfied ► go to ELSQ08
12. satisfied ► go to ELSQ08
13. neither satisfied nor dissatisfied ► go to ELSQ08
14. dissatisfied ► go to ELSQ08
15. very dissatisfied ► go to ELSQ08
88. don't know ► go to ELSQ08
99. refused ► go to ELSQ08

ELSQ08

Showcard 20
I would like you to think about how well your [you and your partner’s combined] income meets your everyday needs for such things as accommodation, food, clothing and other necessities.

Looking at showcard 20, would you say you have, not enough money, just enough money, enough money, or more than enough money?

11. not enough ► go to HOUIntro1
12. just enough ► go to HOUIntro1
13. enough ► go to HOUIntro1
14. more than enough ► go to HOUIntro1
88. don't know ► go to HOUIntro1
99. refused ► go to HOUIntro1

End of module.
PQ Module 7 – Housing

HOUIntro1
I am now going to ask you some questions about your house/ flat.

Press enter to continue.

HOUQ01
Showcard 21
Looking at showcard 21, how do you feel about where you are currently living?

11. very satisfied ► go to HOUQ02
12. satisfied ► go to HOUQ02
13. no feeling either way ► go to HOUQ02
14. dissatisfied ► go to HOUQ02
15. very dissatisfied ► go to HOUQ02
88. don't know ► go to HOUQ02
99. refused ► go to HOUQ02

HOUQ02
Showcard 22
Looking at showcard 22, how many bedrooms are there in this house/flat?

Count:
Any room furnished as a bedroom even if no one is using it.

Sleepouts or caravans if they are next to the house/ flat and are furnished as a bedroom

Don’t count:
Any other room (e.g. living room) used as a bedroom UNLESS the only bedroom facilities are in that room.

[number entry: 0..20]}

HOUIntro02
The next questions are about major problems that you may have with where you live.

Press enter to continue.

HOUQ03
Showcard 23
First, think about any major problems you have with this house/flat.

Looking at showcard 23, are any of these things major problems for you? You can choose as many as you need.
11. it’s too small ► go to HOUQ04
12. it’s hard to get to from the street ► go to HOUQ04
13. it’s in poor condition ► go to HOUQ04
14. it’s damp ► go to HOUQ04
15. it’s too cold or difficult to heat/ keep warm ► go to HOUQ04
16. there are pests such as mice or insects ► go to HOUQ04
17. it’s too expensive ► go to HOUQ04
18. other major problems ► go to HOUQ04
19. no major problems ► go to HOUQ04
88. don’t know ► go to HOUQ04
99. refused ► go to HOUQ04

HOUQ04
Help text available
Showcard 24
Select all that apply
Next, think about any major problems you have with the street or neighbourhood.

Looking at showcard 24, are any of these things major problems for you? You can choose as many as you need.

11. it’s too far from work ► go to HOUQ05
12. it’s too far from other things I want to get to ► go to HOUQ05
13. it’s not safe ► go to HOUQ05
14. noise or vibration ► go to HOUQ05
15. air pollution from traffic fumes, industry or other smoke ► go to HOUQ05
16. problem neighbours ► go to HOUQ05
17. barking dogs ► go to HOUQ05
18. other major problems ► go to HOUQ05
19. no major problems ► go to HOUQ05
88. don’t know ► go to HOUQ05
99. refused ► go to HOUQ05

HOUQ05
Do you have any other major problems with the house/flat or neighbourhood?

1. yes ► go to HOUQ05Oth
2. no ► go to PHYIntro1
88. don’t know ► go to PHYIntro1
99. refused ► go to PHYIntro1

HOUQ05Oth
What are they?

Record other problems.

{text entry}
(HOUQ04)

Help text: Noise or Vibration

Examples of what to count as noise or vibration:
- barking dogs
- traffic noise (including boy racers)
- noisy neighbours
- planes, trains and heavy vehicles
- other noises or vibration
The following questions are about facilities that are in your town, city or rural area, such as shops, schools, post shops, libraries, medical services and so on.

Press enter to continue.

Looking at showcard 25, overall, how many of the facilities that you want to go to can you easily get to?

11. all of them  ► go to PHYQ02
12. most of them  ► go to PHYQ02
13. some of them  ► go to PHYQ02
14. only a few of them  ► go to PHYQ02
15. none of them  ► go to PHYQ02
16. never want or need to go to any of them  ► go to PHYQIntro2
17. housebound  ► go to PHYQ05
88. don’t know  ► go to PHYQ02
99. refused  ► go to PHYQ02

Looking at showcard 26, how do you feel about the condition of facilities in your town, city or rural area?

11. very satisfied  ► go to PHYQ03
12. satisfied  ► go to PHYQ03
13. no feeling either way  ► go to PHYQ03
14. dissatisfied  ► go to PHYQ03
15. very dissatisfied  ► go to PHYQ03
88. don’t know  ► go to PHYQ03
99. refused  ► go to PHYQ03

The next question is about public transport.

Press enter to continue.

Looking at showcard 26, how do you feel about your access to public transport in your town, city or rural area?

11. very satisfied  ► go to PHYQ04
12. satisfied  ► go to PHYQ04
13. no feeling either way  ► go to PHYQ04
14. dissatisfied  ► go to PHYQ04
15. very dissatisfied  ► go to PHYQ04
16. doesn’t use public transport because it’s not available in this area
17. doesn’t use public transport for other reasons
88. don’t know
99. refused

**PHYQ04**
*Showcard 26*
Looking at showcard 26, how do you feel about the condition of the public transport vehicles, such as buses and trains in your town, city or rural area?

11. very satisfied
12. satisfied
13. no feeling either way
14. dissatisfied
15. very dissatisfied
88. don’t know
99. refused

**PHYIntro3**
The next question is about council services.

Press enter to continue.

**PHYQ05**
*Showcard 26*
The next question is about council services.

Looking at showcard 26, overall, how do you feel about the quality of council services such as water supply, drainage, rubbish collection and roads in your town, city or rural area?

11. very satisfied
12. satisfied
13. no feeling either way
14. dissatisfied
15. very dissatisfied
88. don’t know
99. refused

**PHYIntro4**
The next set of questions is about your household.

Press enter to continue.

**PHYQ06**
*Showcard 27*
Looking at showcard 27, of the things that you know you can recycle, how much of this does your household actually recycle?
Energy includes things like electricity, wood, coal, gas or petrol, which may be used for cooking, heating, lighting and transport.

Looking at showcard 28, how often does your household do things to minimise energy use?

11. all of the time  ► go to PHYQ08
12. most of the time  ► go to PHYQ08
13. some of the time  ► go to PHYQ08
14. a little of the time  ► go to PHYQ08
15. none of the time  ► go to PHYQ09
88. don't know  ► go to PHYQ09
99. refused  ► go to PHYQ09

Help text available

What are the reasons your household does things to minimise energy use?

Enter 11 if respondent gives any environmental reasons.
Enter 12 if respondent does not give any environmental reasons.

If it is unclear whether the reasons are environmental, see help text.

11. (includes) environmental reasons  ► go to PHYQ09
12. non-environmental reasons  ► go to PHYQ09
88. don't know  ► go to PHYQ09
99. refused  ► go to PHYQ09

Looking at showcard 28, how often does your household do things to minimise water use?

11. all of the time  ► go to PHYQ10
12. most of the time  ► go to PHYQ10
13. some of the time  ► go to PHYQ10
14. a little of the time  ► go to PHYIntro5
15. none of the time  ► go to PHYIntro5
88. don't know  ► go to PHYIntro5
99. refused  ► go to PHYIntro5

PHYQ10
Help text available

**What are the reasons your household do things to minimise water use?**

*Enter 11 if respondent gives any environmental reasons.*

*Enter 12 if respondent does not give any environmental reasons.*

*If it is unclear whether the reasons are environmental, see help text.*

11. (includes) environmental reasons ► go to PHYIntro5
12. non-environmental reasons ► go to PHYIntro5
88. don't know ► go to PHYIntro5
99. refused ► go to PHYIntro5

**PHYIntro5**

I'm now going to ask you some questions about your natural surroundings.

*Press enter to continue.*

**PHYQ11**

*Showcard 29*

Please think about all the lakes, rivers, harbours, oceans and coastlines in your local area that you've been to, or would like to go to.

Looking at showcard 29, how many of these places can you easily get to?

11. all of them ► go to PHYQ12
12. most of them ► go to PHYQ12
13. some of them ► go to PHYQ12
14. only a few of them ► go to PHYQ12
15. none of them ► go to PHYQ12
16. never want or need to go to any of them ► go to PHYQ13
88. don't know ► go to PHYQ12
99. refused ► go to PHYQ12

**PHYQ12**

*Showcard 30*

Looking at showcard 30, overall, how do you feel about the state of the lakes, rivers, harbours, oceans and coastlines that you've been to?

11. very satisfied ► go to PHYQ13
12. satisfied ► go to PHYQ13
13. no feeling either way ► go to PHYQ13
14. dissatisfied ► go to PHYQ13
15. very dissatisfied ► go to PHYQ13
16. hasn't been to any of them ► go to PHYQ13
88. don't know ► go to PHYQ13
99. refused ► go to PHYQ13

**PHYQ13**

*Showcard 31*

Please think about all the native bush, forests, nature reserves and open green spaces in your local area that you have been to, or would like to go to.
Looking at showcard 31, how many of these places can you easily get to?

11. all of them  ► go to PHYQ14
12. most of them  ► go to PHYQ14
13. some of them  ► go to PHYQ14
14. only a few of them  ► go to PHYQ14
15. none of them  ► go to PHYQ14
16. never want or need to go to any of them  ► go to PHYQ15
88. don’t know  ► go to PHYQ14
99. refused  ► go to PHYQ14

PHYQ14
Showcard 32
Looking at showcard 32, overall, how do you feel about the state of the native bush, forests, nature reserves, and open green spaces that you’ve been to?

11. very satisfied  ► go to PHYQ15
12. satisfied  ► go to PHYQ15
13. no feeling either way  ► go to PHYQ15
14. dissatisfied  ► go to PHYQ15
15. very dissatisfied  ► go to PHYQ15
16. hasn’t been to any of them  ► go to PHYQ15
88. don’t know  ► go to PHYQ15
99. refused  ► go to PHYQ15

PHYQ15A - PHYQ15M
Help text available
There are many things that households may do to prepare for natural disasters such as earthquakes and tidal waves.

Note: ‘13 not applicable’ can only be selected for ‘heavy and tall furniture’ and ‘a hot water cylinder that is secured.’

Does your household have the following:

- water for three days
- food for three days
- a can opener
- face or dust masks
- a torch
- a portable radio
- spare batteries
- warm clothes
- blankets or sleeping bags
- a first aid kit and essential medicines
- a household emergency plan
- heavy and tall furniture that is secured
- a hot water cylinder that is secured

11. yes
12. no
13. not applicable
88. don’t know
99. refused

►after completing series, go to SAFIntro1

Physical Environment Help Text

**(PHYQ09)**  
**Help text: Energy**

Examples of what to count as *environmental reasons*:

- to save the environment
- to create less greenhouse emissions
- the hole in the ozone layer is too big
- to stop creating pollution
- because I am a greeny
- because I am a tree hugger
- to preserve natural resources

Additional instructions:

1) If it is unclear whether the answer includes environmental reasons, ask for the respondent to expand on their reason(s).

- Reasons that may be unclear or ambiguous are *to save energy* or *to avoid wasting energy*.

2) If their reasons for minimising energy use are still unclear after probing, code as 12. *non-environmental reasons*.

**(PHYQ10)**  
**Help text: Water**

Examples of what to count as *environmental reasons*:

- to save the environment
- because I am a greeny
- because I am a tree hugger
- to preserve natural resources

Additional instructions:

1) If it is unclear whether the answer includes environmental reasons, ask for the respondent to expand on their reason(s).

- Reasons that may be unclear or ambiguous are *to save water* or *to avoid wasting water*.

2) If their reasons for minimising water use are still unclear after probing, code as 12. *non-environmental reasons*.

**(PHYQ15k)**  
**Help text: Household Emergency Plan**
A household emergency plan documents a household's preparation for natural disasters which may disrupt their ability to communicate with each other and could affect essential services. It includes the following:

- where to shelter in an earthquake, flood or storm
- how and where to meet up during and after a disaster
- the best place to store Emergency Survival items and know who is responsible for checking essential items
- what will be needed to have in a Getaway Kit and where it will be kept
- how to turn off the water, gas, and electricity in the home or business
- how to contact local civil defence organisations for assistance during an emergency
SAFIntro1
Now some questions about personal safety and security.
Press enter to continue.

SAFQ01A-E
Showcard 33
Looking at showcard 33, in your day-to-day life, overall, how safe do you feel in the following situations?
- at work
- waiting for or using public transport such as buses and trains during the day
- waiting for or using public transport such as buses and trains at night
- walking alone during the day in your neighbourhood
- walking alone at night in your neighbourhood

11. very safe
12. safe
13. unsafe
14. very unsafe
15. not applicable
88. don’t know
99. refused

▶ after completing series go to SAFIntro2

SAFIntro2
Now some questions about crime.
In this section I will not be asking you for specific details of things that have happened to you.
Press enter to continue.

SAFQ02
In the last 12 months, did you have any crimes committed against you?
This could be anything from harassment, assault, or verbal abuse, to theft, vandalism or arson. Please don’t include traffic accidents.

1. yes
2. no
88. don’t know
99. refused

▶ go to SAFQ03
▶ go to SAFQ08
▶ go to SAFQ08
▶ go to SAFQ08

SAFQ03
Was there more than one crime?
1. yes ► go to SAFQ05
2. no ► go to SAFQ04
88. don’t know ► go to SAFQ08
99. refused ► go to SAFQ08

SAFQ04
Was there violence involved?
1. yes ► go to SAFQ06
2. no ► go to SAFQ10
88. don’t know ► go to SAFQ09
99. refused ► go to SAFQ09

SAFQ05
How many of those crimes involved violence - none, one, or more than one?
11. none ► go to SAFQ10
12. one ► go to SAFQ06
13. more than one ► go to SAFQ06
88. don’t know ► go to SAFQ09
99. refused ► go to SAFQ09

SAFQ06
Showcard 34
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 34, did any of these things happen to you as a result of that crime/those crimes involving violence? You can choose as many as you need.
11. I had a physical injury or health problem ► go to SAFQ07
12. I experienced emotional hurt, or severe distress ► go to SAFQ07
13. I had costs to cover, or had things to replace or repair ► go to SAFQ07
14. other – please specify ► go to SAFQ06Oth
15. nothing happened ► go to SAFQ07
88. don’t know ► go to SAFQ07
99. refused ► go to SAFQ07

SAFQ07
Showcard 35
Looking at showcard 35, overall, what effect has that crime/have those crimes involving violence had on your quality of life?
11. it is significantly worse
12. it is slightly worse
13. no effect
14. it worked out better in the end
88. don’t know
99. refused
SAFQ08
So can I just check, we’ve just talked about violent crimes. Did you have any non-violent crimes committed against you in the last 12 months?

1. yes ► go to SAFQ09
2. no ► go to SAFIntro3
88. don’t know ► go to SAFIntro3
99. refused ► go to SAFIntro3

SAFQ09
How many non-violent crimes were committed against you in the last 12 months - one or more than one?

11. one ► go to SAFQ10
12. more than one ► go to SAFQ10
88. don’t know ► go to SAFQ10
99. refused ► go to SAFIntro1

SAFQ10
Showcard 34
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 34, did any of these things happen to you as a result of that non-violent crime/those non-violent crimes? You can choose as many as you need.

11. I had a physical injury or health problem ► go to SAFQ11
12. I experienced emotional hurt, or severe distress ► go to SAFQ11
13. I had costs to cover, or had things to replace or repair ► go to SAFQ11
14. other – please specify ► go to SAFQ10th
15. nothing happened ► go to SAFQ11
88. don’t know ► go to SAFQ11
99. refused ► go to SAFQ11

SAFQ11
Showcard 35
Looking at showcard 35, overall, what effect has that non-violent crime/have those non-violent crimes had on your quality of life?

11. it is significantly worse ► go to SAFIntro3
12. it is slightly worse ► go to SAFIntro3
13. no effect ► go to SAFIntro3
14. it worked out better in the end ► go to SAFIntro3
88. don’t know ► go to SAFIntro3
99. refused ► go to SAFIntro3

SAFIntro3
The next few questions are about your safety at work in the last 12 months.

In these questions, please do not count traffic accidents. I will not be asking you for details of things that have happened to you.

Press enter to continue.

SAFIntro4
Please don’t mention situations you have already told me about.

Press enter to continue.

SAFQ12
In the last 12 months, did you have any kind of physical health problem or injury while working?

This could be anything from an accident to a long term back problem or Occupational Overuse Syndrome.

11. yes ► go to SAFQ13
12. no ► go to SAFQ14
13. respondent hasn't worked in the last 12 months ► go to SAFIntro5
88. don't know ► go to SAFQ14
99. refused ► go to SAFQ14

SAFQ13
Did this cause you to have any additional costs, loss of money or income?

1. yes ► go to SAFQ14
2. no ► go to SAFQ14
88. don't know ► go to SAFQ14
99. refused ► go to SAFQ14

SAFQ14
In the last 12 months, did you experience any emotional hurt or severe distress because of work?

11. yes ► go to SAFQ15
12. no ► go to decision box
13. respondent hasn't worked in the last 12 months ► go to decision box
88. don't know ► go to decision box
99. refused ► go to decision box

SAFQ15
Did this cause you to have any additional costs, loss of money or income?

1. yes ► go to SAFQ16
2. no ► go to SAFQ16
88. don't know ► go to SAFQ16
SAFQ16
Showcard 35
Looking at showcard 35, overall, what effect have all those incidents at work had on your quality of life?

11. it is significantly worse ► go to SAFIntro5
12. it is slightly worse ► go to SAFIntro5
13. no effect ► go to SAFIntro5
14. it worked out better in the end ► go to SAFIntro5
88. don't know ► go to SAFIntro5
99. refused ► go to SAFIntro5

SAFIntro5
Now some questions about your safety as a road user.

Press enter to continue.

SAFIntro6
Please don’t mention situations you have already told me about.

Press enter to continue.

SAFQ17
In the last 12 months, have you had any traffic accidents?

This could be as a driver, a passenger, a pedestrian, or a cyclist.

1. yes ► go to SAFQ18
2. no ► go to SAFQ21
88. don't know ► go to SAFQ21
99. refused ► go to SAFQ21

SAFQ18
Was there more than one accident?

1. yes ► go to SAFQ19
2. no ► go to SAFQ19
88. don't know ► go to SAFQ19
99. refused ► go to SAFQ21

SAFQ19
Showcard 34
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 34, did any of these things happen to you as a result of that accident/those accidents? You can choose as many as you need.

11. I had a physical injury or health problem ► go to SAFQ20
12. I experienced emotional hurt, or severe
13. I had costs to cover, or had things to replace or repair  ► go to SAFQ20
14. other – please specify  ► go to SAFQ20
15. nothing happened  ► go to SAFQ20
88. don't know  ► go to SAFQ20
99. refused  ► go to SAFQ20

SAFQ20

Showcard 35
Looking at showcard 35, overall, what effect has that/have those accidents had on your quality of life?

11. it is significantly worse  ► go to SAFQ21
12. it is slightly worse  ► go to SAFQ21
13. no effect  ► go to SAFQ21
14. it worked out better in the end  ► go to SAFQ21
88. don't know  ► go to SAFQ21
99. refused  ► go to SAFQ21

SAFQ21

In the last 12 months, have you had anything else happen to you that you have not already mentioned?

For example, accidents at home, or while on holiday, or things that happened in your leisure time.

Again I will not be asking you for any details.

1. yes  ► go to SAFQ22
2. no  ► go to SUPIntro1
88. don't know  ► go to SUPIntro1
99. refused  ► go to SUPIntro1

SAFQ22

Did more than one thing happen to you?

1. yes  ► go to SAFQ23
2. no  ► go to SAFQ23
88. don't know  ► go to SAFQ23
99. refused  ► go to SUPIntro1

SAFQ23

Showcard 34
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 34, did any of these things happen to you because of that incident/those incidents? You can choose as many as you need.

11. I had a physical injury or health problem  ► go to SAFQ24
12. I experienced emotional hurt, or severe distress  ► go to SAFQ24
13. I had costs to cover, or had things to replace or repair  ► go to SAFQ24
SAFQ24

Showcard 35

Looking at showcard 35, overall, what effect has that incident/have those incidents had on your quality of life?

11. it is significantly worse ► go to SAFIntro1
12. it is slightly worse ► go to SAFIntro1
13. no effect ► go to SAFIntro1
14. it worked out better in the end ► go to SAFIntro1
88. don’t know ► go to SAFIntro1
99. refused ► go to SAFIntro1

End of Module
PQ Module 10 - Support Across Households

SUPIntro1
Now some questions about children that you [or your partner] may have who don’t live with you.

Press enter to continue.

SUPQ01
Help text available
Do you [you or your partner] have any children who don’t live with you?

1. yes ► go to SUPQ02
2. no ► go to decision box
88. don’t know ► go to decision box
99. refused ► go to decision box

SUPQ02
Help text available
Are any of them aged under 18?

1. yes ► go to SUPQ03
2. no ► go to decision box
88. don’t know ► go to decision box
99. refused ► go to decision box

SUPQ03
Help text available
Showcard 36
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 36, do you [you or your partner] give any of them any of these types of support? You can choose as many as you need.

11. provide or pay for groceries ► go to SUPQ04
12. provide or pay for needed clothing ► go to SUPQ04
13. give them money to pay bills or pay debt ► go to SUPQ04
14. give them money to pay rent or other housing costs ► go to SUPQ04
15. give them pocket money or an allowance ► go to SUPQ04
16. give them money for big cost items or events (eg. car, furniture, wedding) ► go to SUPQ04
17. give them money for educational costs or text books ► go to SUPQ04
18. child support payments ► go to SUPQ04
19. have them stay in this house/flat for some of the time ► go to SUPQ04
20. provide childcare or childminding ► go to SUPQ04
21. provide care for children who are ill or disabled ► go to SUPQ04
22. give them help around the house on a regular basis such as cleaning or gardening ► go to SUPQ04
23. give them transport on a regular basis such as driving places or lending the car 
24. other - please specify 
25. none of the above 
88. don't know 
99. refused

SUPQ04
How many of them do you give support to?

11. one  
12. two  
13. three  
14. four or more  
88. don't know  
99. refused

SUPQ05
Help text available
Do you [you or your partner] have any children aged 18 to 24 who don’t live with you?

1. yes  
2. no  
88. don't know  
99. refused

SUPQ06
Help text available
Showcard 37
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 37, do you [you or your partner] give any of them any of these types of support? You can choose as many as you need.

11. provide or pay for groceries  
12. provide or pay for needed clothing  
13. give them money to pay bills or pay debt  
14. give them money to pay rent or other housing costs  
15. give them spending money or an allowance  
16. give them money for big cost items or events (eg. car, furniture, wedding)  
17. give them money for educational costs or text books  
18. child support payments  
19. have them stay in this house/flat for some of the time  
20. provide childcare or childminding  
21. provide care for children who are ill or disabled  
22. give them help around the house on a regular basis such as cleaning or gardening  
23. give them transport on a regular basis such as driving places or lending the car
24. other - please specify ▶ go to SUPQ06Oth
25. none of the above ▶ go to SUPQ07
88. don't know ▶ go to SUPQ07
99. refused ▶ go to SUPQ07

**SUPQ07**

How many of them do you give support to?

11. one ▶ go to SUPIntro2
12. two ▶ go to SUPIntro2
13. three ▶ go to SUPIntro2
14. four or more ▶ go to SUPIntro2
88. don't know ▶ go to SUPIntro2
99. refused ▶ go to SUPIntro2

**SUPIntro2**

Help text available.

These questions are about other family who don't live with you.

By family I mean parents, brothers, sisters and also any other relatives such as grandparents, uncles or nieces.

*Press enter to continue.*

**SUPQ08**

Help text available

[Aside from children you've already told me about] Do you [you or your partner] have any family or relatives aged under 18 who don't live with you?

1. yes ▶ go to SUPQ09
2. no ▶ go to SUPQ10
88. don't know ▶ go to SUPQ10
99. refused ▶ go to SUPQ10

**SUPQ09**

Help text available

*Showcard 38*

*Select all that apply*

Looking at showcard 38, do you [you or your partner] give any of them any of these types of support? You can choose as many as you need.

11. provide or pay for groceries ▶ go to SUPQ10
12. provide or pay for needed clothing ▶ go to SUPQ10
13. give them money to pay bills or pay debt ▶ go to SUPQ10
14. give them money to pay rent or other housing costs ▶ go to SUPQ10
15. give them spending money or an allowance ▶ go to SUPQ10
16. give them money for big cost items or events (eg. car, furniture, wedding) ▶ go to SUPQ10
17. give them money for educational costs or text books ▶ go to SUPQ10
18. have them stay in this house/flat for some
of the time
19. provide childcare or childminding
20. provide care for relatives who are ill or disabled
21. give them help around the house on a regular basis such as cleaning or gardening
22. give them transport on a regular basis such as driving places or lending the car
23. other - please specify
24. none of the above
88. don’t know
99. refused

SUPQ10
Help text available
[Apart from children you’ve already told me about] Do you [you or your partner] have any family or relatives aged 18 to 24 who don’t live with you?
1. yes ► go to SUPQ11
2. no ► go to SUPQ12
88. don’t know ► go to SUPQ12
99. refused ► go to SUPQ12

SUPQ11
Help text available
Showcard 39
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 39, do you [you or your partner] give any of them any of these types of support? You can choose as many as you need.
11. provide or pay for groceries ► go to SUPQ12
12. provide or pay for needed clothing ► go to SUPQ12
13. give them money to pay bills or pay debt ► go to SUPQ12
14. give them money to pay rent or other housing costs ► go to SUPQ12
15. give them spending money ► go to SUPQ12
16. give them money for big cost items or events (eg. car, furniture, wedding) ► go to SUPQ12
17. give them money for educational costs or text books ► go to SUPQ12
18. have them stay in this house/flat for some of the time ► go to SUPQ12
19. provide childcare or childminding ► go to SUPQ12
20. provide care for relatives who are ill or disabled ► go to SUPQ12
21. give them help around the house on a regular basis such as cleaning or gardening ► go to SUPQ12
22. give them transport on a regular basis such as driving places or lending the car ► go to SUPQ12
23. other - please specify ► go to SUPQ11Oth
24. none of the above ► go to SUPQ12
88. don’t know ► go to SUPQ12
99. refused ► go to SUPQ12
SUPQ12
Help text available
[Including children, do] Do you [you or your partner] have any family or relatives aged 25 to 64 who don't live with you?

1. yes ► go to SUPQ13
2. no ► go to SUPQ14
88. don't know ► go to SUPQ14
99. refused ► go to SUPQ14

SUPQ13
Help text available
Showcard 40
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 40, do you [you or your partner] give any of them any of these types of support? You can choose as many as you need.

11. provide or pay for groceries ► go to SUPQ14
12. provide or pay for needed clothing ► go to SUPQ14
13. give them money to pay bills or pay debt ► go to SUPQ14
14. give them money to pay rent or other housing costs ► go to SUPQ14
15. give them spending money ► go to SUPQ14
16. give them money for big cost items or events (eg. car, furniture, wedding) ► go to SUPQ14
17. give them money for educational costs or text books ► go to SUPQ14
18. have them stay in this house/flat for some of the time ► go to SUPQ14
19. provide childcare or childminding ► go to SUPQ14
20. provide care for relatives who are ill or disabled ► go to SUPQ14
21. give them help around the house on a regular basis such as cleaning or gardening ► go to SUPQ14
22. give them transport on a regular basis such as driving places or lending the car ► go to SUPQ14
23. other - please specify ► go to SUPQ13Oth
24. none of the above ► go to SUPQ14
88. don't know ► go to SUPQ14
99. refused ► go to SUPQ14

If a respondent has children aged 25 to 64, they should be included when responding to this question.

SUPQ14
Help text available
[Including children, do] Do you [you or your partner] have any relatives aged 65 or over who don't live with you?

1. yes ► go to SUPQ15
2. no ► go to SOCIntro1
88. don't know ► go to SOCIntro1
99. refused ► go to SOCIntro1
SUPQ15
Help text available
Showcard 41
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 41, do you [you or your partner] give any of them any of these types of support? You can choose as many as you need.

11. provide or pay for groceries ► go to SOCIntro1
12. provide or pay for needed clothing ► go to SOCIntro1
13. give them money to pay bills or pay debt ► go to SOCIntro1
14. give them money to pay rent or other housing costs ► go to SOCIntro1
15. give them spending money ► go to SOCIntro1
16. give them money for big cost items or events (eg. car, furniture, wedding) ► go to SOCIntro1
17. give them money for educational costs or text books ► go to SOCIntro1
18. have them stay in this house/flat for some of the time ► go to SOCIntro1
19. provide childcare or childminding ► go to SOCIntro1
20. provide care for relatives who are ill, disabled, or elderly ► go to SOCIntro1
21. give them help around the house on a regular basis such as cleaning or gardening ► go to SOCIntro1
22. give them transport on a regular basis such as driving places or lending the car ► go to SOCIntro1
23. other - please specify ► go to SUPQ15Oth
24. none of the above ► go to SOCIntro1
88. don't know ► go to SOCIntro1
99. refused ► go to SOCIntro1

If a respondent has children aged 65 or over, they should be included when responding to this question.

Support Across Households Help Text

(SUPQ01)
Help text: Children

Children who do not live here could be:
biological children (blood relation)
adopted children
foster children
step children

Who lives in this household?
The people who do live here are those who were considered members of the household at the beginning of this interview. If the name of a person was not typed in at the beginning of this interview (in the Scoping module) then they do not live in the same household as the respondent.

(SUPQ02; SUPQ03)
Help text: Children (under 18)
Children aged under 18 who do not live here could be:
- biological children (blood relation)
- adopted children
- foster children
- step children

Who lives in this household?
The people who do live here are those who were considered members of the household at the beginning of this interview. If the name of a person was not typed in at the beginning of this interview (in the Scoping module) then they do not live in the same household as the respondent.

(SUPQ05; SUPQ06)
Help text: Children (18-24)

Children aged between 18 and 24 who do not live here could be:
- biological children (blood relation)
- adopted children
- foster children
- step children

Who lives in this household?
The people who do live here are those who were considered members of the household at the beginning of this interview. If the name of a person was not typed in at the beginning of this interview (in the Scoping module) then they do not live in the same household as the respondent.

(SUPIntro2)
Help text: Family

Family could be (these are just examples):
- spouse or partner
- sons or daughters
- father and/or mother
- brothers or sisters
- grandchildren
- grandparents
- great-grandchildren
- great-grandparents
- nephews or nieces
- uncles or aunts
- cousins
- other relative

Who lives in this household?
The people who do live here are those who were considered members of the household at the beginning of this interview. If the name of a person was not typed in at the beginning of this interview (in the Scoping module) then they do not live in the same household as the respondent.

(SUPQ08; SUPQ09)
Help text: Family or Relatives (under 18)

Relatives aged under 18 who do not live here could be (these are just examples):
- brothers or sisters
nephews or nieces
grandchildren
cousins

Who lives in this household?
The people who do live here are those who were considered members of the household at the beginning of this interview. If the name of a person was not typed in at the beginning of this interview (in the Scoping module) then they do not live in the same household as the respondent.

(SUPQ10; SUPQ11)
Help text: Family or Relatives (18-24)

Relatives aged between 18 and 24 who do not live here could be (these are just examples):
brothers or sisters
nephews or nieces
grandchildren
cousins

Who lives in this household?
The people who do live here are those who were considered members of the household at the beginning of this interview. If the name of a person was not typed in at the beginning of this interview (in the Scoping module) then they do not live in the same household as the respondent.

(SUPQ12; SUPQ13)
Help text: Family or Relatives (25-64)

Relatives aged between 25 and 64 who do not live here could be (these are just examples):
father and/or mother
sons or daughters
brothers or sisters
grandparents
great grandparents
grandchildren
nephews or nieces
cousins
uncles or aunts
spouse or partner

Who lives in this household?
The people who do live here are those who were considered members of the household at the beginning of this interview. If the name of a person was not typed in at the beginning of this interview (in the Scoping module) then they do not live in the same household as the respondent.

(SUPQ14; SUPQ15)
Help text: Family or Relatives (over 65)

Relatives aged 65 and over who do not live here could be (these are just examples):
father and/or mother
sons or daughters
brothers or sisters
grandparents
great grandparents
nephews or nieces
cousins
uncles or aunts
spouse or partner

Who lives in this household?
The people who do live here are those who were considered members of the household at the beginning of this interview. If the name of a person was not typed in at the beginning of this interview (in the Scoping module) then they do not live in the same household as the respondent.

End of Module
SOCIntro1
I’m now going to ask you about face-to-face contact that you’ve had with family or relatives [who don’t live with you].

Press enter to continue.

SOCQ01
In the last four weeks, have you seen any family or relatives [who don’t live with you]?

This does not include electronic forms of contact such as using a web cam or video conferencing.

1.   yes ► go to SOCQ02
2.   no ► go to SOCQ03
88. don’t know ► go to SOCQ03
99. refused ► go to SOCQ03

SOCQ02
Showcard 42
Looking at showcard 42, in the last four weeks, how often have you seen them?

This does not include electronic forms of contact such as using a web cam or video conferencing.

11. every day ► go to SOCQ03
12. around 3-6 times a week ► go to SOCQ03
13. around 1-2 times a week ► go to SOCQ03
14. around once a fortnight ► go to SOCQ03
15. at least once in the last four weeks ► go to SOCQ03
88. don’t know ► go to SOCQ03
99. refused ► go to SOCQ03

SOCQ03
Showcard 43
Showcard 43 lists types of non-face-to-face contact that people may have with family.

In the last four weeks, have you had at least one of these types of contact with family or relatives [who don’t live with you]?

Examples of other types of contact
- telephone
- cell phone (calling, texting, video calling)
- internet (email, instant messenger, chat rooms, web camera, skype)
- postal mail
- fax

1.   yes ► go to SOCQ04
2. no ► go to SOCQ05
88. don't know ► go to SOCQ05
99. refused ► go to SOCQ05

SOCQ04

Showcard 42
Looking at showcard 42, in the last four weeks, how often have you had non-face-to-face contact with them?

11. every day ► go to SOCQ05
12. around 3-6 times a week ► go to SOCQ05
13. around 1-2 times a week ► go to SOCQ05
14. around once a fortnight ► go to SOCQ05
15. at least once in the last four weeks ► go to SOCQ05
88. don't know ► go to SOCQ05
99. refused ► go to SOCQ05

SOCQ05

Think about all the types of contact you have with family or relatives [who don't live with you].

Would you say that you have too much contact, about the right amount of contact, or not enough contact with them?

11. too much ► go to SOCIntro2
12. about the right amount ► go to SOCIntro2
13. not enough ► go to SOCIntro2
88. don't know ► go to SOCIntro2
99. refused ► go to SOCIntro2

SOCIntro2

I'm now going to ask you about face-to-face contact that you've had with friends [who don't live with you].

Press enter to continue.

SOCQ06

In the last four weeks, have you seen any friends [who don't live with you]?

This does not include electronic forms of contact such as using a web cam or video conferencing.

1. yes ► go to SOCQ07
2. no ► go to SOCQ08
88. don't know ► go to SOCQ08
99. refused ► go to SOCQ08

SOCQ07

Showcard 42
Looking at showcard 42, in the last four weeks, how often have you seen them?
This does not include electronic forms of contact such as using a web cam or video conferencing.

11. every day ► go to SOCQ08
12. around 3-6 times a week ► go to SOCQ08
13. around 1-2 times a week ► go to SOCQ08
14. around once a fortnight ► go to SOCQ08
15. at least once in the last four weeks ► go to SOCQ08
88. don’t know ► go to SOCQ08
99. refused ► go to SOCQ08

SOCQ08
Showcard 43
Showcard 43 lists types of non-face-to-face contact that people may have with friends.

In the last four weeks, have you had at least one of these types of contact with friends who don’t live with you?

Examples of other types of contact
- telephone
- cell phone (calling, texting, video calling)
- internet (email, instant messenger, chat rooms, web camera, skype)
- postal mail
- fax

1. yes ► go to SOCQ09
2. no ► go to SOCQ10
88. don’t know ► go to SOCQ10
99. refused ► go to SOCQ10

SOCQ09
Showcard 42
Looking at showcard 42, in the last four weeks, how often have you had non-face-to-face contact them?

11. every day ► go to SOCQ10
12. around 3-6 times a week ► go to SOCQ10
13. around 1-2 times a week ► go to SOCQ10
14. around once a fortnight ► go to SOCQ10
15. at least once in the last four weeks ► go to SOCQ10
88. don’t know ► go to SOCQ10
99. refused ► go to SOCQ10

SOCQ10
Think about all the types of contact you have with friends [who don’t live with you].

Would you say that you have too much contact, about the right amount of contact, or not enough contact with them?

11. too much ► go to SOCQ11
SOCQ11

Showcard 44

Some people say they feel isolated from the people around them while others say they don’t. They might feel isolated even though they see family or friends every day.

Looking at showcard 44, in the last four weeks, how often have you felt isolated from others?

11. all of the time
12. most of the time
13. some of the time
14. a little of the time
15. none of the time
88. don’t know
99. refused

► Routing depends on previous answers

SOCQ12

Showcard 45

Looking at showcard 45, which of these things, if any, make it hard for you to have contact with family or friends [who don’t live with you]? You can choose as many as you need.

11. I can’t afford to see or contact them
12. I can’t get the childcare I need to be able to go out
13. health related reasons / my health is too poor
14. I too tired at times I could see or contact them
15. I’m too busy with family
16. I’m too busy with friends
17. I’m too busy with my job
18. I’m too busy with study
19. they are too busy
20. I have no way of getting to them or contacting them
21. they aren’t available when I’m available
22. they live in a different town, city, or country / I’ve moved recently
23. they choose not to contact me
24. I choose not to contact them
25. other – please specify
26. none of the above
88. don’t know
99. refused

► go to SOCQ13

Routing depends on previous answers
SOCQ13

Showcard 46

Showcard 46 lists some examples of help that people may give to other people.

"Thinking just about people who don’t live with you", is there anyone who you could ask for help with these kinds of things?

Examples of types of help
- look after pets or water your garden while away from home
- collect mail or check your house while away from home
- mind a child for a brief period
- help with moving or lifting objects
- help out when you are sick with the flu or injured with a sprained ankle

1. yes ► go to SOCQ14
2. no ► go to SOCQ14
88. don’t know ► go to SOCQ14
99. refused ► go to SOCQ14

SOCQ14

Showcard 47

Showcard 47 lists some examples of support people may give to other people in a time of crisis.

"Thinking just about people who you know who don’t live with you", is there anyone who you could ask for help with these kinds of things?

Examples of types of support in a time of crisis
- help out when you have a serious illness or injury
- help in maintaining family responsibilities
- emotional support
- provide a place to stay

1. yes ► go to SOCQ15
2. no ► go to SOCQ15
88. don’t know ► go to SOCQ15
99. refused ► go to SOCQ15

SOCQ15

Help text available

Showcard 48

Showcard 48 lists types of groups or organisations that people may do voluntary work for.

In the last four weeks, did you do any voluntary work for a group or organisation?

To view showcard 48, see help text.

1. yes ► go to SOCQ16
2. no ► go to SOCQ18
88. don’t know ► go to SOCQ18
99. refused ► go to SOCQ18
SOCQ16

*Showcard 49*

Looking at showcard 49, in the last four weeks, how often did you do voluntary work for a group or organisation?

1. every day ➤ go to SOCQ17
2. around 3-6 times a week ➤ go to SOCQ17
3. around 1-2 times a week ➤ go to SOCQ17
4. around once a fortnight ➤ go to SOCQ17
5. at least once in the last four weeks ➤ go to SOCQ17
6. don’t know ➤ go to SOCQ17
7. refused ➤ go to SOCQ17

SOCQ17

Did this usually involve face to face contact with other people?

1. yes ➤ go to SOCQ18
2. no ➤ go to SOCQ18
8. don’t know ➤ go to SOCQ18
9. refused ➤ go to SOCQ18

SOCQ18

*Showcard 48*

Showcard 48 lists types of groups or organisations that people may be involved in.

[Apart from the voluntary work you’ve just told me about], in the last four weeks did you take part in any [other] activity organised by a group or organisation?

1. yes ➤ go to SOCQ19
2. no ➤ go to SOCQ20
8. don’t know ➤ go to SOCQ20
9. refused ➤ go to SOCQ20

SOCQ19

*Showcard 49*

Looking at showcard 49, in the last four weeks, how often did you take part in those activities?

1. every day ➤ go to SOCQ20
2. around 3-6 times a week ➤ go to SOCQ20
3. around 1-2 times a week ➤ go to SOCQ20
4. around once a fortnight ➤ go to SOCQ20
5. at least once in the last four weeks ➤ go to SOCQ20
6. don’t know ➤ go to SOCQ20
7. refused ➤ go to SOCQ20

SOCQ20

*Showcard 50*
Showcard 50 lists types of help that people may give to others who don't live with them such as neighbours, friends, or relatives.

[Apart from the voluntary work that you told me about earlier], in the last four weeks did you give any help that you did not get paid for, [to people who don’t live with you] anyone?

This does not include giving people money or doing voluntary work for a group or organisation.

Examples of help
- helping someone move
- driving places or lending transport
- work around the house such as cooking, cleaning, or gardening
- home repairs or car maintenance
- childcare or childminding
- caring for someone who is ill, disabled, or elderly
- tutoring

1. yes ▶ go to SOCQ21
2. no ▶ go to LEIIntro1
88. don't know ▶ go to LEIIntro1
99. refused ▶ go to LEIIntro1

SOCQ21

Showcard 51

Looking at showcard 51, in the last four weeks, how often did you give that help to them?

11. every day ▶ go to SOCQ22
12. around 3-6 times a week ▶ go to SOCQ22
13. around 1-2 times a week ▶ go to SOCQ22
14. around once a fortnight ▶ go to SOCQ22
15. at least once in the last four weeks ▶ go to SOCQ22
88. don’t know ▶ go to SOCQ22
99. refused ▶ go to SOCQ22

SOCQ22

Did this usually involve face-to-face contact with other people?

1. yes ▶ go to LEIIntro1
2. no ▶ go to LEIIntro1
88. don't know ▶ go to LEIIntro1
99. refused ▶ go to LEIIntro1

Social Connectedness Help Text

(SOCQ15, SOCQ18)

Examples of types of groups or organisations
- sports or exercise group
- hobby, recreation, or social group
- dance, music or theatre group
- adult education or evening classes
- group for senior citizens
- group for children, young people or students
- religious group (such as church)
- ethnic or cultural group
- environmental or animal welfare group
- business, professional, or union group
- political or lobby group
- health, welfare, or support group
- local community or neighbourhood group
- emergency service
- other group

End of Module
LEIIntro1
Now I would like to ask you some questions about your free-time.

By free-time I mean time where there is nothing you have to do. Please do not include things like housework or childcare.

Press enter to continue.

LEIQ01
Thinking about your free-time in the last four weeks, do you feel that you had too much free-time, the right amount of free-time or not enough free-time?

11.  too much free-time ► go to LEIQ02
12.  the right amount of free-time ► go to LEIQ02
13.  not enough free-time ► go to LEIQ02
88.  don't know ► go to LEIQ02
99.  refused ► go to LEIQ02

LEIQ02
Still thinking about the last four weeks, please answer yes or no to the following question.

Are there any free-time activities or interests that you would like to do but can't?

1.   yes ► go to LEIQ03
2.   no ► go to LEIQ03
88. don't know ► go to LEIQ03
99. refused ► go to LEIQ03

LEIQ03
Please answer yes or no to this question as well. Do you have any free-time activities or interests that you would like to be able to do more of?

1.   yes ► go to LEIQ03
2.   no ► go to LEIQ03
88. don't know ► go to LEIQ03
99. refused ► Routing depends on previous answers

LEIQ04
Showcard 52
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 52, which of these things make it difficult for you to do all the activities or interests that you would like to do in your free-time? You can choose as many as you need.

11. I can't afford it ► go to CULIntro1
12. I can't get the childcare I need to be
able to do it
13. health related reasons / my health is too poor
14. I’m too tired at times when I could do it
15. I’m too busy with family
16. I’m too busy with my job
17. I’m too busy with study
18. I’m too busy with other things
19. I have no way of getting there
20. the place I could do it is too far away
21. there is nowhere to do it
22. I don’t know how to start it or who to ask about it
23. other – please specify
88. don’t know
99. refused

End of Module
CULIntro1
Now some questions about living in New Zealand.

Press enter to continue.

CULQ01
Most people feel that they belong to a particular country - that it is their country. Sometimes people feel that they belong to more than one country.

Do you feel that you belong to New Zealand?

1. yes ► go to CULQ02
2. no ► go to CULQ03
88. don't know ► go to CULQ03
99. refused ► go to CULQ04

CULQ02
Would you say you feel that very strongly, strongly or not very strongly?

11. very strongly ► go to CULQ03
12. strongly ► go to CULQ03
13. not very strongly ► go to CULQ03
88. don't know ► go to CULQ03
99. refused ► go to CULQ03

CULQ03
Do you feel that you belong to any other country?

1. yes ► go to CULQ04
2. no ► go to CULQ04
88. don't know ► go to CULQ04
99. refused ► go to CULQ04

CULQ04
Showcard 53
People in New Zealand have different lifestyles, cultures, and religions that express their identity.

Looking at showcard 53, here in New Zealand, how easy or difficult is it for you to express your own identity?

11. very easy ► go to CULQ06
12. easy ► go to CULQ06
13. sometimes easy, sometimes difficult ► go to CULQ05
14. difficult ► go to CULQ05
15. very difficult ► go to CULQ05
88. don't know ► go to CULQ06
99. refused ► go to CULQ06
Showcard 54 lists reasons that people might find it difficult to express their identity in New Zealand.

Looking at showcard 54, what things make it difficult for you? You can choose as many as you need.

11. it's illegal to do it
12. there's no place to do it
13. some people won't accept it
14. I worry about what other people would think
15. I worry about what other people might do
16. other - please specify
88. don't know
99. refused

Now I'd like you to think about the people or person who raised you - that could be your birth parents, adoptive parents or somebody else. How many people was that?

11. one
12. two
13. more than 2 but less than 6
14. lots of people, or an institution
88. don't know
99. refused

As far as you know, how many of those people were born in New Zealand?

11. none
12. one
13. two
14. more than two
88. don't know
99. refused

Please tell me for just one of those people first - was that person born in New Zealand?

1. yes
2. no
88. don't know
99. refused
CULQ09
[Now the other person.] Was that person born in New Zealand?

1. yes ◄ go to HUMIntro1
2. no ◄ go to HUMIntro1
88. don't know ◄ go to HUMIntro1
99. refused ◄ go to HUMIntro1

End of Module
PQ Module 14 - Human Rights

HUMIntro1
The next few questions are about voting and elections.

Press enter to continue.

HUMQ01
The general election is where the whole country votes to decide who will
govern the country for the next three years.

Did you vote in the last general election?

1.   yes ➤ go to HUMQ02
2.   no ➤ go to HUMQ03
88. don’t know ➤ go to HUMQ03
99. refused ➤ go to HUMQ03

HUMQ02
Showcard 55
Looking at showcard 55, what is the reason you didn’t vote?

11. I didn’t know about the election ➤ go to HUMQ03
12. I couldn’t vote because I was overseas ➤ go to HUMQ03
13. I couldn’t vote because I hadn’t been in NZ for long enough ➤ go to HUMQ03
14. I couldn’t vote because I couldn’t get to a polling booth ➤ go to HUMQ03
15. I couldn’t vote because I was aged less than 18 at the time ➤ go to HUMQ03
16. I couldn’t vote because I wasn’t registered to vote ➤ go to HUMQ03
17. I didn’t know enough about how to vote ➤ go to HUMQ03
18. I didn’t know enough about the people standing for election ➤ go to HUMQ03
19. I didn’t know enough about the issues ➤ go to HUMQ03
20. I didn’t think it was worth voting because my vote wouldn’t have made a difference ➤ go to HUMQ03
21. I didn’t think it was worth voting because it makes no difference which party is in government ➤ go to HUMQ03
22. I didn’t think it was worth voting because politicians only care about being in power ➤ go to HUMQ03
23. I meant to vote but didn’t get round to it or I forgot about it ➤ go to HUMQ03
24. other – please specify ➤ go to HUMQ02Oth
88. don’t know ➤ go to HUMQ03
99. refused ➤ go to HUMQ03

HUMQ03
Help text available
Local government elections also happen every three years.

The last time you can remember a local government election in an area you were living in, did you vote?

1. yes ► go to HUMQ05
2. no ▶ go to HUMQ04
88. don’t know ▶ go to HUMQ04
99. refused ▶ go to HUMQ04

HUMQ04
Showcard 56
Looking at showcard 56, what is the reason you didn’t vote?

11. I didn’t know about the election ► go to HUMQ05
12. I couldn’t vote because I was overseas ► go to HUMQ05
13. I couldn’t vote because I hadn’t been in NZ for long enough ► go to HUMQ05
14. I couldn’t vote because I was outside my area for the whole election time ► go to HUMQ05
15. I couldn’t vote because I was aged less than 18 at the time ► go to HUMQ05
16. I couldn’t vote because I wasn’t registered to vote ► go to HUMQ05
17. I didn’t know enough about how to vote ► go to HUMQ05
18. I didn’t know enough about the people standing for election ► go to HUMQ05
19. I didn’t know enough about the issues ► go to HUMQ05
20. I didn’t think it was worth voting because my vote wouldn’t have made a difference ► go to HUMQ05
21. I didn’t think it was worth voting because it makes no difference who is in local government ► go to HUMQ05
22. I didn’t think it was worth voting because politicians only care about being in power ► go to HUMQ05
23. I meant to vote but didn’t get round to it or I forgot about it ► go to HUMQ05
24. other – please specify ► go to HUMQ04

88. don’t know ▶ go to HUMQ04
99. refused ▶ go to HUMQ04

HUMQ05
Help text available
The next question is about discrimination in New Zealand.

In the last 12 months, have you been treated unfairly or had something nasty done to you because of the group you belong to or seem to belong to?

1. yes ► go to HUMQ06
2. no ▶ go to HUMIntro2
88. don’t know ▶ go to HUMIntro2
99. refused ▶ go to HUMIntro2
HUMQ06
How many times in the last 12 months would you say that has happened?
Once, two or three times, or more than three times?

11. once ► go to HUMQ07
12. two or three times ► go to HUMQ07
13. more than three times ► go to HUMQ07
88. don't know ► go to HUMQ07
99. refused ► go to HUMQ07

HUMQ07
Showcard 57
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 57, what situation/s you were in when you were discriminated against? You can choose as many as you need.

11. at home ► go to HUMS1Q01
12. at work or while working ► go to HUMS1Q01
13. on the street or in a public place of any kind ► go to HUMS1Q01
14. using transport of any kind ► go to HUMS1Q01
15. getting service when buying something ► go to HUMS1Q01
16. getting into a school or other place of learning, or being treated fairly there ► go to HUMS1Q01
17. joining an association or club of any kind ► go to HUMS1Q01
18. applying for or keeping a job or position ► go to HUMS1Q01
19. applying for or keeping a flat or housing of any kind ► go to HUMS1Q01
20. dealing with the police ► go to HUMS1Q01
21. dealing with the courts ► go to HUMS1Q01
22. dealing with other government officials ► go to HUMS1Q01
23. dealing with people involved in health care ► go to HUMS1Q01
24. other – please specify ► go to HUMQ07Oth
88. don't know ► go to HUMS1Q01
99. refused ► go to HUMS1Q01

HUMS1Q01
Help text available
Showcard 58
Select all that apply
Looking at showcard 58, why do you think people discriminated against you when you were in that situation/those situations? You can choose as many as you need.

11. my skin colour ► go to HUMIntro2
12. my nationality, race or ethnic group ► go to HUMIntro2
13. the language I speak ► go to HUMIntro2
14. the way I dress or my appearance ► go to HUMIntro2
15. my gender (male or female) ► go to HUMIntro2
16. my age ► go to HUMIntro2
17. a disability or health issue I have ► go to HUMIntro2
18. my marital status (whether or not you are married or living with someone) ► go to HUMIntro2
19. my family status (whether or not you have children) ► go to HUMIntro2
20. my sexual orientation
   (lesbian/gay/straight/bisexual/transgender) ▶ go to HUMIntro2
21. what I do for a job ▶ go to HUMIntro2
22. my religious beliefs ▶ go to HUMIntro2
23. my political position ▶ go to HUMIntro2
24. other – please specify ▶ go to HUMIntro2
88. don’t know ▶ go to HUMIntro2
99. refused ▶ go to HUMIntro2

HUMIntro02
This question is about whether you think staff at various organisations in New Zealand accept and tolerate different groups.

Looking at showcard 59, please choose a response that best expresses how you feel about the following statements.

- staff at your local council
- the police in your area
- judges and other staff at law courts
- staff at government departments
- your local doctors
- staff at other health services in your area
- staff at the schools in your area
- staff at other education facilities like polytech or university in your area
- local employers
- staff at local shops and other services

Press enter to continue

HUMS2Q01
Showcard 59
(organisation) treat everyone fairly, regardless of what group they are from.

11. strongly agree
12. agree
13. neither agree nor disagree
14. disagree
15. strongly disagree
88. don’t know
99. refused

▶ at the end of HUMS2Q01, go to HUMQ08a

HUMQ08a-d
Help text available
Showcard 59
These are the last questions in the survey.

Still looking at showcard 59, please choose a response that best expresses how you feel about the following statements.

- it is good that people in New Zealand can have different values.
- it is good that people in New Zealand can have different ways of living.
- it is good for New Zealand to be made up of different ethnic groups.
- it is good for New Zealand to have immigrants who are from many different cultures.

11. strongly agree
12. agree
13. neither agree nor disagree
14. disagree
15. strongly disagree
88. don't know
99. refused

This is the end of the General Social Survey.

Thank you for your time.

Human Rights Help Text

(HUMQ03)
Help text: Local Government Elections

Local government elections are held every three years to select members of councils and District Health Boards. Ballot papers are sent out by mail and have to be posted back.

(HUMQ05, HUMS1Q01)
Help text: Discrimination

Discrimination occurs when people are treated in a way that results in them having less access to their rights and freedoms than others. Such treatment may be based on a number of reasons including age, colour, disability, employment status, ethical belief, ethnic or national origins, family status, marital status, political opinion, race, religious beliefs, sex or sexual orientation.

(HUMQ08a)
Help Text: Values

Values are qualities of behaviour, thought, and character considered worthwhile or desirable by the person who holds them.

(HUMQ08b)
Help text: Ways of living

Ways of living are lifestyles that reflect the attitudes and values of a person or group expressed by their interests, motivations, activities, desired experiences and beliefs.